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Here we are in the middle of the academic year, on the cusp
of 2020 no less, and it seems as if August was just a few

Court of Honor…………………….Pg 2

weeks ago. Without a doubt, time flies faster than we notice.
For most scout parents, the year 2020 was considered the far

The Bear Creek Challenge………Pg 8

future, yet here we are…and still no real hoverboards. I
recently heard a quote, “The days are long but the years fly

Troop Leadership Change…,.…Pg 16
Hill Country Natural Area Mountain
Bike Camping..….…………….…Pg 17

by”. Alas, this quote rings true as we part with one decade
and enter a new. On the other hand, this time of year also
inspires reflection and setting of new goals for the coming
year…stick with the new goals!

Inagural John Feist
Film Festival (JF3)………………..Pg 21

The fall of 2019, was a successful season for the troop. We
began with an Eagle award at the Court of Honor, followed

GRSP Service Project……..……Pg 22

by two successful camps, several service projects, and we
closed the year with “A Thanksgiving to Remember” and the

A Thanksgiving to Remember...Pg 23

annual Christmas Program. As a troop, let us be grateful for
family, friends, and the success of our scouts and set goals to

Christmas Program…………..…Pg 26

grow the troop, plan new and exciting camp outs, service
projects and High Adventure trips.

Scoutmaster Comments…….…Pg 27
Christopher Alonso
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August 24th Court of Honor

The court convened at the usual
time and place, Saturday
afternoon at 2:00PM in the
sanctuary of Coker UMC. Ten
scouts were promoted to their
next rank and one scout was
presented with his eagle scout
award, which was witnessed by a
sizable group of family and
friends that practically claimed
a third of the sanctuary.
The September court of honor
also recognized each of the
summer camps, which included
Lost Pines, Wehinahpay,
Peaceful Valley and two
Philmont treks. Each group
provided a synopsis of their
respective trips.
Following the opening remarks,
SPL Austin Doyle and SM Bill
McCalister led the Scout
Investiture Ceremony,
conferring the rank of scout on
Harrison Goodman (top), Marcio
Marti, Paul Thomas and Gideon
McClain (l-R middle).
With their families, the scouts
were reminded of their
obligation to diligently live
each point of the scout law
daily. If any of the points are
omitted, the path towards eagle
(and in life) is dimmed.
Congratulations to our new
Scouts!
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Presentation of Progress Awards

Assistant scoutmasters,
John Carpenter and Alan
Gustin, presented the
progress awards.
Charlie Feist, pictured top
left, was awarded the rank
of Tenderfoot.
Three scouts, Tress Jass,
John Canter, and Caleb
Carpenter (l-R), earned
Second Class, shown top
right.
Ryan Taylor earned star
rank (center).
Zachary Poupart was
awarded Life Scout (bottom).
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Summer Camp Awards
Troop 285 attended 4 camps
over the summer, including
two treks to Philmont.
The Lone Star patrol, led by
ASM Bo Jackson, attended
Lost Pines and the new scouts
successfully earned several
Merit Badges.
Logan Balfour added a bit of
excitement by suffering from
appendicitis while at camp.
Thankfully, he has fully
recovered.
Mr. Jackson
awarded Logan the faux Merit
Badges, “Running on Empty”
and “Outta Gas”. Logan was
also presented with a special
“Soar with our Spirit” plaque.
ASM Dr. Kevin Helmrick led a
group of three energetic
scouts and their dads to
Wehinapay in New Mexico.
They had a great time,
learned new skills and built
a rapport among the group.
Pack 285 CM Alex Shapovalov
led a group to Colorado’s
Cris Dobbins camp at
Peaceful Valley Scout Ranch,
which was the first time the
troop attended this camp.
ASM Roger Poupart and ASM
Ben Lagueux each led
separate treks through
Philmont.
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Summer Camp Awards

Camp Cris Dobbins at Peaceful Valley Led by CM Alex Shapovalov

Philmont Trek 618-L01&02 Led by ASM Roger Poupart

Philmont trek 25 led by ASM Ben Lagueux
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Special Presentations

Eagle Palm
Sam Griffith was presented with another Eagle Palm. Sam is an elusive fellow and
moved too quickly for a picture.
Medal of Merit
Conor Ferguson was presented with The Medal of Merit for actions he took while he
and his grandfather were traveling back to San Antonio along I-35.
As they
approached 1604, Conor’s grandfather suddenly became unconscious while in the
driver’s seat.
Conor had the presence of mind to quickly react and took the
steering wheel, navigating the vehicle through heavy traffic. Conor was able to
avoid collision and safely guided the car off of the highway. Conor then phoned his
father, Matt Ferguson, to inform him of the situation and called 911.
Conor demonstrated courage in the midst of a frightening situation, foreign to most
boys of his age. Although the circumstances were tragic, we are grateful that
Conor was able to avoid further devastation by protecting himself and others
traveling along I-35’s busy corridor that afternoon.
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Eagle Scout Award Presentation for
Keith T. Van Winkle

Junior Assistant Scoutmaster Keith Van Winkle was presented with his
Eagle Award in front of a large group of family and friends.
Keith sets an example of what a scout can achieve in Troop 285. He has
earned 30 merit badges, served the troop in many leadership positions,
attended multiple high adventure camps, received his religious emblem
award, and is an OA member.
In addition, he is a member of the National Honor Society and actively
dedicated to service in the community and in his church.
Congratulations Keith!
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RETURN BEAR
CREEK CHALLENGE
THE

Last year, the fall of 2018
was somewhat of a dreary
period. Although the area
was blessed with enough
rainfall to replenish the
Edwards Aquifer for several
months, September and
October were drenched. It
seemed as if this two month
period was fraught with
consecutive downpours.
There were only slight breaks
of sunlight in between gray
skies. Unfortunately for the
troop, this gloom was
compounded by the
cancellation of the 2018
Bear Creek Challenge.
Contrary to the weather
pattern of 2018, the summer
sun and heat lingered into
the fall of 2019 and the troop
returned to hold the Bear
Creek Challenge!
Hosting
scouts from Troop 111,
younger siblings, and AOL’s
from Pack 285, the weekend
was a well attended success
with a total of 70 overnight
campers.
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September 14 & 15, 2019

ASM Ben Lagueux guiding Pack 285 Arrow of Light Scout,
Pierce McBrayer at the archery range.

Nighthawk Patrol and Arrow of Light Scouts participating in the
aquatic challenge.
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John Canter Cooks
a patrol meal

Tripp and Bill Barkley took the lead on
organizing the weekend, which ran smoothly,
thanks to the participation of the dads that
helped run the events. Everyone did an
outstanding job!
Lone Star Dads Judge
the Cooking Challenge

The Bear Creek Challenge was made up of six
events: archery, aquatics, first-aid, pioneering,
an obstacle course, and cooking.

ASM Ben Lagueux led the archery event. Mr. Lagueux added some fun by using characters from the
video game Fortnite as targets.
The aquatic event was led by ASM John Carpenter. The canoe challenge was a timed competition
that required navigating around buoys and recovering from a capsized canoe.
ASM Dr. Zack Taylor and ASM Dr. Kevin Helmrick organized the First Aid station with a real world
situation, simulating a heart attack. The scouts learned about CPR and performed the technique on
CPR dummies.
The pioneering station was led by ASM Greg Villaret. Using lashings, the scouts needed to assemble
a wheelbarrow sturdy enough to transport a scout across the field and back.
ASM Bo Jackson led a very unique obstacle course that included horseshoes, washers, running,
climbing up the water slide tower, assembling wood planks, knot tying, and playing bingo.
The final cooking challenge was led by ASM Zack Aoki, and victory was claimed by Lone Star Patrol.
The overall 2019 Bear Creek Challenge Champions were the Nighthalk Patrol.
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Canoe Challenge

Pioneering Challenge
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Aidan Alonso writes, “The camp was an overall great experience, and I think the webelos
profited very much from the activities. All the activities had opportunities for the older
boys to help and guide the younger ones, along with the webelos. Scout Spirit helped
drive the competition of all the groups, as far as I saw, and there was good sportsmanship
all throughout the groups. Everyone put in a good effort in the activities and the cooking
competition. The cooking competition went very well and everyone made delicious meals
with Lone Star coming out on top. Overall, I think everyone had a good time and was able
to learn something and demonstrate their knowledge of scout skills.”
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Troop Trivia
Here’s the Story
By Bill Ault

Last Issue Troop Trivia:
“Here’s the Story”

A) What was the occasion and where
was this photo taken?

B)What is the significance of this patch?
issue 2

Coker United Methodist Church in San Antonio, Texas
celebrated its 125th Anniversary on October 5, 2008. Bill Ault was
chairman of the celebration and wanted a permanent marker placed in
front of the sanctuary to acknowledge this historical occasion. Ault
approached Bill McCalister, Scoutmaster of Troop 285, and asked if the
troop would consider the project. McCalister instantly accepted with
enthusiasm!
It was decided to obtain a granite stone about 2’x2’ with a
slanted smooth top for engraving.
Ault and McCalister drove to the Granite Mountain Quarry in
Marble Falls, Texas to purchase such a stone. They met with the
quarry manager and explained their purpose. The manager drove them
to a field of several acres that was a huge “granite junkyard” of
leftovers, broken pieces, etc. Since the field was covered with tall
grass and weeds, the manager cautioned Ault and McCalister to watch
out for rattlesnakes. After a while, they both spotted a pink granite
piece in the tall weeds the exact size they were seeking with a smooth
angle top already cut. Both agreed this find was a “God Moment” for
the church. The manager said he would place the heavy stone on a
pallet and we could return to pick it up. McCalister said Troop 285 was
prepared to pay for the stone but the manager said it was “free for a
good cause”.
Bill McCalister returned to the Quarry and brought the stone to
San Antonio. Bill Ault designed and wrote the copy that is on the
marker now. An engraver friend to the scout troop donated the
engraving for free. Members of Troop 285 laid a concrete foundation
footing to support the heavy stone.
The finished product was covered with a tarp until the official
unveiling ceremony was led by Troop 285 at 10:00 a.m. on Sunday,
October 5, 2008.
With Bishop James Dorff, many Methodist leaders both clergy
and laity, and standing room only for the congregation and visitors,
Troop 285 presented the 125th Anniversary Marker Dedication.
Standing to the east side of the marker were the Scoutmaster, Senior
Patrol Leader and Steve Austin (representing the original troop).
Behind them was the Troop 285 flag and the flags from the Cougar,
Falcon, Fox, Lone Star and Nighthawk patrols each held by a scout.
This was an “exciting moment of reverence” and the marker
stands today for generations yet to come to be reminded of Coker
United Methodist Church’s great Christian legacy.
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Operation McGimsey
September 28

On the weekend of September 28 & 29, the troop was very productive.
The late September afternoon on Saturday the 28th was a dry scorcher. Despite the heat,
there was a great turn out for Operation McGimsey and Troop 285 got it done! Mr. Mac
wrote the troop later that day stating, “We had a great group removing Mesquite at
McGimsey Scout Park this morning!! I want to THANK everyone who volunteered. We had
three scouts complete their service hours and now qualify for the 50 Miler Award!!”
Thanks to all those that volunteered including, David and Thomas Beyer, John and Phil
Canter, Tres Jass, Zachary Poupart, Carter and Andy Hartnett, Marcio and Luis Marti, Will
Toman, Jameson and Jonathan Adams, Gordon Niebergall, Bo Jackson, and Bill
McCalister.
The crew was so effective that Mr. Mac volunteered the troop to return to McGimsey in
January for a second round of mesquite clearing.
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September 27 - 29

Aidan Alonso

Sam Griffith

Christian Diaz

Timothy Shapovalov

Ryan Taylor

As one group was working hard at McGimsey, another group of five scouts and one dad were attending
their Ordeal weekend at the Mays Family Scout Ranch. Although the details of the weekend cannot be
shared, know that each of the scouts representing the troop did exceedingly well and displayed the Troop
285 ethic.
To all OA members:
Remember meetings are held on the first Thursday of each month at the McCalister Scout Lodge!
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Troop Open House
September 29

To

round out the weekend, the troop held an open house for Webelos on Sunday, Sept 29th.

With historical focal pieces, describing frontier life to the young scouts, Webelos who
attended enjoyed the authentic teepee, muskets, knives, fire starting, and the favorite
“projectile throwing”.
ASM Bo Jackson demonstrated dutch oven cooking by making chocolate chip cookies as
ASM Jim Lynch grilled hotdogs.
It was a good effort, but the attendance of Webelos was low. The troop has already agreed
to host the council’s Troopapalooza event at the Lodge in 2020 that will draw a large crowd.
We will advertise our open house at that event and continue to focus on ways to recruit.
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TROOP LEADERSHIP CHANGE
At the October 7th meeting, the troop’s
leadership transferred from Austin Doyle
to SPL Quinn Niebergall. ASM Jim Lynch
swore Quinn into his new role, which was
followed by Quinn swearing in his ASPL’s,
Patrol Leaders and staff. The Patrol Leaders
are Cole Finney - Cougar, Will Toman Falcon, and Gage Lagueux - Nighthawk.
Congratulate Quinn and his team as they
lead the Troop in the months to come!
It should also be mentioned that at the
September TLC meeting, the Committee
commended former SPL Austin Doyle for
his leadership, particularly after having
earned his Eagle rank.

As most Eagles

Spl Quinn Niebergall

leave the nest after earning the rank,
Austin took on more responsibilities as the
SPL and he was recognized for his
dedication to Troop 285!

Once again,

thank you Austin!
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October
26 & 27

Rock-Hoppers and Goat-Ropers make for an
amazing Campout
by John Feist

As I stared down the steep, narrow, harrowing bike

path strewn with rocks and unforeseen hazards that
lay before me, it began to look more like a trip to
the ER – more taunting than tempting. But to
Andrew Hartnett, Alan Gustin, several other dads
and 13 intrepid scouts, it looked more like
mountain biking fun in the Texas Hill Country – the
Hill Country Natural Area near Bandera to be more
precise.

First on the cycling agenda, Alan Gustin taught us
“Bikepacking 101” by un-packing his fully geared-up
bicycle. What would you need to take on a bike trip
500 to 2000 miles long? Well for starters, you would
need a sleep system, food, water, tools, clothes, first
aid, lights, navigation and a source of power
generation to recharge your phone. And then how
could you even pedal your bike uphill while carrying
that much stuff?

The weekend of October 26-27 was as crisp as an
autumn apple – perfect weather to get in a little
camping, work on the Cycling Merit Badge and to
await a mystery experience that Mr. Mac promised
we would never forget. (As long as it was to take
place on fairly even ground, I was down for the
surprise.)

Those were the same questions Alan asked
himself three or four years ago after being
inspired by 285 alum, former Eagle Scout and
serious biker, Billy Rice, to try his hand at
expedition biking. And after riding his old bike for
10 hours from San Antonio to Pike Davis and
suffering saddle sores and achy hands, he
decided to get really serious about his research
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into proper bicycle set-up and expedition
prep, and he was kind enough to share his
secrets.
Alan’s fully-loaded-high-tech carbon-fiber
Gravel Bike utilized every available space to
pack or attach his survival gear with amazing
efficiency. The whole contraption weighed
about 40 pounds all in and looked like
something designed by NASA engineers for a
manned mission to Mars.
He promptly began to pull out the ultra
lightweight sleeping bag, tent, pad, alcohol
stove, water containers, tools, spare parts,
warm weather clothing, solar panel, lighting,
etc. Bikepacking is a fast-growing sport and it
was inspiring to see how Alan has challenged
himself and conquered such physical feats as
the Tour Divide - a 2,745 mile bike race along
the spine of the Continental Divide from Banff,
Canada to New Mexico.

Next up, Scout Carter Hartnett gave a basic tutorial in such Merit Badge requirements as knowing the
hazards you’re likely to encounter while cycling and the means of prevention, proper First Aid and general
bike cleaning and maintenance. Chip off the old block, that one.

Carter Hartnett discusses Merit
Badge Requirements with scouts
issue 2
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Then Carter’s dad, Cycling enthusiast and MB
Counselor, Andrew Hartnett, gave the boys a riding
demonstration and soon had them bunny-hopping
over obstacles, navigating treacherous turns, and
flying downhill over loose gravel and rocks… before
trudging breathlessly uphill as he got them
prepared for a more robust ride through the back
country trails.
Some of the boys were first timers on heavy steel
bikes with little or no suspension; others sported
high tech clothing on space-age bikes of aluminum
and titanium with enough suspension to moon-hop
in low gravity, but they all attacked the terrain and
challenged themselves on a two-hour 5-to-10-mile
cross-country ride.
Andrew, a former electrical engineer for Hughes Space Systems and current IT-wizard, began mountain
biking as a kid in Korea. He moved to Colorado after university and upped his game with more high tech
gear and challenging courses. Then when he finally settled back in San Antonio to raise his family, he linked
up with 285 dad Luis Marti, began racing and they have been riding buddies ever since. They are also both
mountain biking ambassadors for the amazing biking trails that have been built all through San Antonio -which is itself now emerging as a stopover on the biking scene.
Charlie Feist
cooking up dinner

After navigating the hilly contours, everyone was
responsible for cooking their own meals, and then we
convened at the campfire-less campfire (gas fire due to
local burn ban) for service, fellowship and vespers before
returning to camp for a long, cold night.
The next morning after breaking bread and our camps, Mr.
Mac had us assemble for the long-awaited surprise
experience that he so generously gifted to the troop. As the
sun rose high enough to begin to warm our cold, stiffened
frames, a grizzled cowboy rode up on his handsome blueeyed steed and introduced himself as World Champion
Trick-Roper and Whip-Cracker (or Whipper-Snapper?),
Kevin Fitzpatrick. When he stood up on his horse and
expertly spun a lasso around the both of ‘em, it made for
quite a show. But when he broke the sound barrier with the
tip of his whip whirling around an unsuspecting volunteer,
we were all mesmerized (but truth be told, it was more his
wit and charm that really roped us in). The Bandera native
has performed in 14 countries, performed on horseback in
Madison Square Garden and even entertained Morgan
Freeman at his birthday party in Mississippi recently. But I
prefer to think that his performance that brisk Sunday morning for Troop 285 was the high-point of his career.
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It was certainly the high point of my week! Thanks for the show, Kevin. And thanks for all you do for all of
us, Mac!
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Troop 285’s
Inaugural John
Feist Film Festival
Lights…Camera…Action….and the Oscar goes to….
Mr. John Feist led an outstanding Movie Making Merit Badge
class near the end of October. The class spanned the history of
film and exposed the scouts to the frenetic slapstick of Buster
Keaton all the way to the drama of Searching for Bobby Fischer.
The MB required each of the scouts to write, shoot, and present
a short movie.
The product of the MB class was the inaugural John Feist Film
Festival (JF3).
Charlie Feist and his cousin, Myles McEntire (TP 701),
presented a commercial for dog treats.
Charlie Feist & Myles McEntire

John Canter presented a very practical “how to” film on knot
tying.
R.D. Branch presented a stop-motion animation.
Zachary Poupart created an amusing infomercial spoof.
Timothy Shapovalov created a humorous news spoof.
Patrick Hughes presented a short comedy with a Gandalf
cameo.
Conor Ferguson presented a dark comedy with twist at the
end.
Aidan Alonso presented an action drama and set a Guinness
record for longest single death scene on film.
It was apparent that the scouts learned much from Mr. Feist’s

John Canter Celebrates his Oscar

issue 2

MB class, and their enjoyment of the class is captured within
each of their films.
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GRSP SERVICE PROJECT
On November 9th, a small but effective group participated in the GRSP service project. The scope of
the work included clearing a trail, which will eventually lead to a planned bird and wildlife observation
station. Once the scouts completed removing rocks along the proposed trail, they were able to assist
another group, which was volunteering at GRSP, by reseeding an area within the park. In the end, the
hard work paid off as the scouts were rewarded with pizza and cookies.
The group included Ryan Taylor, Marcio Marti, Greg Villaret, Aidan Alonso, Timothy Shapovalov, Logan
Balfour, Luis Marti and Dave Kibler (L-R).
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A Thanksgiving to Remember

S aturday,

November 16, 2019, was a “Chamber of
Commerce” day, with crystal blue skies, a light breeze, and a
mild Fall temperature in the low 60’s. It was truly a memorymaking day, as 74 scouts / family experienced a
Thanksgiving to Remember at the 4N Ranch in the Hill
Country near Pipe Creek. Activities for the scouts and
siblings included Long Distance Archery, Flicker Ball,
Mountain Biking, and Sling Shots.
SPL Quinn Niebergall even gave some jeep tours of the
ranch.
The Silver Buffalo Trading Co, conducted by ASM Bo
Jackson, offered both scouts and family members the
opportunity to create bead mementos and necklaces made
with buffalo teeth and gave each family a special
commemorative Christmas ornament.
As we gathered between two large oak trees, Mr. Mac
shared the story of Squanto and the First Thanksgiving and a
seasonal message of giving, “It’s Only a Jar of Peaches”.
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ASM Bo Jackson then presented Tara Niebergall
with a custom-made necklace for her energy
and leadership creating this event. The
s u m p t u o u s f e a s t i n g w a s a n e p i c u re a n
extravaganza ! Fall-off-the-bone smoked turkey,
Bobby Pruski sausage, and a cornucopia of side
dishes and desserts !
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With sunset approaching, we hiked up the ridge to the Champagne Overlook and our eyes
feasted as the setting sun caused the sky to glow a bright reddish-orange as it dipped beneath
the ridge to the West. Returning to the ranch headquarter area, a small group gathered next to a
warm campfire to savor a few more moments of this memory-making spectacular day !
We are indebted to the Niebergall family for hosting this event and to ASM Bo Jackson, ASM Ben
Lagueux, and ASM Greg Villaret for their devotion to make this truly special.
Bill McCalister
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Troop 285 Christmas Program
Friendships, laughter, singing, and snacking usher us into the troop
holiday break.

Chaplain Aide Eagle Scout Jameson Adams was the

master of ceremonies for the troop Christmas Program. Music was
provided by the multi-instrumentalist, Gage Lagueux, whose hands
danced across the keys.
After singing a few Christmas Hymns, Staff Patrol kicked off the
entertainment with a humorously skewed version of “Christmas Truce
of 1914”…poor Hans.
Nighthawk followed up with an Icelandic spelling bee that cleverly
displayed the difficult spelling and pronunciation of their language
and told of some unique Christmas traditions of that country.
Falcon’s skit centered on traditional Russian customs… faith, family
and food!
Cougar ended the skits by bringing us Christmas in Mongolia.
Uncle Dave gifted us with his annual Christmas story, and then was
gifted the book “Land and Sea Tales for Scouts and Scout Masters" by
Rudyard Kipling.
As usual, there was a lovely reception afterward with abundant sweets
of all kinds! Nighthawk won the patrol contest for the most donated
food, but most importantly the troop was able to collect a large
number of canned good donations for the Coker Food Pantry.
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Scoutmaster’s Comments
Family. We hear the descriptive noun “family” or “community” utilized in
several ways in society. I have always felt that Troop 285 is “family”, and, in many
respects, a microcosm of our greater San Antonio community. However, in reality, I
surmise that it probably requires four or more years of being actively engaged in the
troop before the endearing feeling of “family” really takes root. I even venture to say
that it only occurs after experiencing the physical and mental challenges of High
Adventure. Those challenges are a catalyst for bonding with sons and camaraderie
with fellow scouts and dads which can foster a mutual feeling of “family”.
I’d like to share some examples of our “Troop 285 Family” :
We have 13 active Assistant Scoutmasters in our troop. That, in itself, is
unusual. All were appointed based upon their quality of leadership during High
Adventure expeditions. And, it is even more unique that 8 of the 13 no longer have a
son in the troop.
During the summer of 2019, there were two “family” funerals. Shirley Hiett,
wife of ASM Frank Hiett ( 1982-2010 ) and mother of two Eagle Scouts. Margie
Simpson, wife of ASM Kermit Simpson ( 1977-1982 ) and mother of a Life Scout.
There is a “Troop 285 Travel Club” composed of parents of Eagle Scouts of the
troop. Our “Travel Club” has enjoyed trips to Canada, Germany, New England, and this
past October we visited the Bluegrass Country (Kentucky) and the Smoky Mountains.
So, if you are relatively new in our troop, I hope you will become actively
engaged and discover the bonding and warm sense of “family” we share.
Bill McCalister
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